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Enrichment of Single Cells Using 
Deep Learning Based 
Classification and Sorting
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Unique cell morphology correlates to diseases and conditions
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Deepcell platform

Deepcell is an AI-powered platform that identifies and isolates viable, 
morphologically distinct cells  
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Separability of cells and understanding heterogeneity of morphology

Morphology UMAP of multiple cell lines 



Real-time classification and label-free sorting beyond single markers

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XdV87s-feHT75VKbeP2dhYlO8yOkX-es/preview


Classifier performance on NSCLC, hepatocarcinoma against WBC



Rare cell enrichment with sorting: NSCLC spiked into WBC and whole blood

A549 Spiked into whole blood
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400/ml 55% 13 10,900

400/ml 80% 16.2 29,000

40/ml 43% 11 33,500

40/ml 35% 6.7 27,800

A549 or H522 spiked into WBC

SNP-based purity and enrichment 
estimate

Detecting a frame-shift TP53 
mutation in H522



Profiling of patient dissociated tumor cells with AI morphological classifier

Cell viability Estimated tumor content



Enrichment of cancer cells from DTCs: oncogene mutations

● KRAS G12C mutation occurs in about 13% of NSCLC patients, and 1%-3% of colorectal and other solid tumors - known 
to decrease likelihood of survival and associated with high likelihood of brain metastases.

● Candidate drugs in clinical trials: sotorasib (Amgen), adagrasib (Mirati Therapeutics), JNJ-74699157 (JNJ)

Mutation: chr12:25245351 C>A, Protein: KRAS G12C 

chr12:25245351 C>A KRAS G12C Heterogeneity of Mutations from different aliquots



Enrichment of cancer cells from DTC: copy number variations

GM12878 (control cell) DTC bulk DTC enriched

chr8q 
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Enrichment of cancer cells from DTC: scRNA-seq (whole transcriptome)

UMAP of DTC Pre-sort vs Enriched
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Gene correlation in EPCAM+ cluster (after further subclustering) 

Feature selected 
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Studying single cell heterogeneity with morphology and gene expression

● EPCAM

● PTPRC(CD45)
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Conclusion: AI-powered analysis and label-free single cell sorting

Novel insights



Deepcell’s platform integrates cell 
morphology into our multi-omic view 
of biology, thus paving the path that 
connects the genome to the patient. 


